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The EU regulatory approach on climate
change -> two features
Largely uncharted legal territory: a complex package of laws,
being a challenge for scholars, but, more importantly, for practice too ..
Past –> Future:
EU climate law was already complicated, and the proposals from the 14th of July 2021 make the (necessary)
package even more complex, if not uncomprehensible. Attention to proper mix of instruments is necessary.

The EU relies on the rule of law, and has succeeded in setting legally binding targets for 2030,
2050 and a trajectory for setting a target for 2040 and hence, imposes on itself, and on Member
States, (individual and collective) legal obligations
Past -> Future:
In the past, emission reduction targets also existed in the form of the EU wide ETS cap and the Effort Sharing
Decision targets- > in principle enforceable by means of holding industries and member states to account.

Now an intensified collective target for 2030 and a collective climate neutrality target for 2050.
Issues of enforceability ? Yet to be further examined.

The European Climate Law

a governance approach

Current main legislation for achieving
greenhouse gas emission reductions in the EU
(hard law)
Emissions trading :

Effort sharing:
Binding emission reduction
targets for member states
(are in fact national
greenhouse gas budgets)

Other
targets
and
measures

Gradual emission reduction (by
means of a declining cap)
obligatory for major industries
and aviation (in Europe)
-> an EU wide greenhouse gas
budget for EU Ets emissions

Land Use, Land Use Change and
Forestry:
no debit rule at Member state level

The objective

New!
an unprecedented challenge
for the next 28 years

The objective

In final text: no requirement for
national climate neutrality in every Member State:
instead, a “collective achievement”

“shall” obligation :
but what are
“the necessary measures” in light of
the criteria?
Enforceability?

Target was at least
40% in 2030

Limit to the contribution of sinks to the net target for 2030 -> hence, priority to emission reduction

Something old - Something new ….

Taking climate change into account
in every other Commission action or proposal…
(art 6(4))

-> resembles (and strengthens) the general external integration approach
from article 11 TFEU, but with a specific focus on climate change
* consistency assessment of new measures with the climate-neutrality objective
* to be published at the time of adoption

Enforceability?

NEW!

Establishment of the
“European Scientific Advisory Board on Climate Change”
(art 3 and art 12 EU climate law – art 12 contains an amendment of the Regulation
401/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 April 2009 on the
European Environment Agency and the European Environment Information and
Observation Network)

Commission recommendations to individual member states (in
light of the collective progress)

Recommendations are not binding (as such) – but will they still
play a role in court procedures – together with the advices from
the scientific board??

Due account to be taken by the MS
“in a spirit of solidarity” – note that
according to article 2, Member States
“shall take the necessary measures at ….
national level”

Concluding perspective on the past and the
future of EU climate law (emission reduction)
NOW
PAST
Hard law (EU ETS and
Effort Sharing)

Existing hard law
complemented with
the LULUCF, and
proposed amendments
AND
Governance approach,
With climate
consistency test
+ Massive funding

FUTURE
Hard law stays key? Respect for
the rule of law ?
Will the Governance approach
be “hardened” - also in
national courts?
Will national litigation be the
most important driver ?
Is funding the most powerful
steering instrument?

What voluntary action is taken?

This presentation was based on our
forthcoming chapter
The European Union and its rule creating
force at the European continent for
moving to climate neutrality in 2050
Please send comments to:
delphine.misonne@usaintlouis.be
marjan.peeters@maastrichtuniversity.nl
Thank you & Take care!

